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Infrastructure matters…

 The world invests about US $2.5 trillion a year in the 
transportation, power, water, and telecom systems

 From 2016 through 2030, the world needs to invest about 3.8 
percent of GDP, or an average of US$3.3 trillion a year, in 
infrastructure (60% in EM)

 U.S. infrastructure (D+), US$ 2 trillions are needed (ASCE)

 Infrastructure spending as % of GDP, 1992-2013 average

China= 8.6%

Latin America= 2.4%

MGI estimates that infrastructure typically has a socioeconomic 
rate of return of around 20 percent. In other words, one dollar 
of infrastructure investment can raise GDP by 20 cents in the 
long run

source: [1], [2]



What’s the Ultimate 
(the Most Fundamental) Financial 
Question?

Answer:

How Much Should I Pay for This?

OR

What’s the Value of This?

Who is he?  What did he say?



More Formally…

Time     0                   1                       2                     3                      4    ….           N 

X1                              X2                               X3                             X4                       XN

A Financial Asset Generates Cash Flows (X1, X2, …, XN)

What’s  the Value of this Asset?  

Answer: The Present Value (PV) of The Future Cash 
Flows

But   How Do We Calculate the PV of These 

Cash Flows?
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R represents the “appropriate” 
discount rate:

(i)  WACC (weighted average cost of capital) or

(ii) opportunity cost of capital or

(iii) use R =   @%%%^**^%%%!!!!!!!

Use the DCF Method !!!

Discount the CFs with the Appropriate Rate

The Mother of All 
Problems



Eugene Fama (Fama, 1996): 

“A fundamental open question nevertheless remains.  Given 

the massive uncertainties inherent in all aspects of project 

valuation, does a discounting rule produce value estimates 

that have less measurement error than a less complicated 

approach, like payback?  In advocating discounting rules, 

textbooks in corporate finance implicitly answer this 

question in the affirmative.  But the conclusion is based 

more on faith than evidence.” 

source: [3]

Nobel in Economics, 2013



Let us make things more difficult… 

Negative
cashflow

t = 0

positive cash flows

The typical Corporate Finance 
book (sanitized) example



A real-life infrastructure project

t = 0

many (e.g. 80) years

1st generation 2nd generation 3rd generation

positive cash flows

negative cash flows

very complex (time-
dependent) capital structure



So, what is the correct (whatever that 
means) discount rate?

Based on ethical 
considerations

Based on market 
rates

source: [4], [5], [6]



From Arrow et al., SCIENCE, page 349—VOL 341, JULY 26, 2013
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Infrastructure investing and the peril 

of discounted cash flow 

Valuation techniques remain anchored in arcane ideas 

Some countries, aware of the short-term bias embedded in the DCF 
approach, have advocated the use of time-declining discount rates to 
evaluate long-term climate mitigating infrastructure projects. Kenneth 
Arrow, another economics Nobel laureate, last year co-authored a 
paper endorsing this idea. His suggestion, however looks a bit like 
rearranging the chairs in the Titanic.
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A more “refined” version of the NPV approach

cash flows

Social welfare  
discount rate 

This “thing” is called exponential 
discounting, however, real people 
and animals, give more weight to 
events that are immediate or 
distant, and less weight to 
“intermediate” events.  This 
phenomenon is handled via 
hyperbolic discounting

exponential discounting

source: [7]



Real Options Applied To Infrastructure Valuation

Use Black & Scholes?

It seemed like a good idea at the time… BUT

The B-S assumptions are almost all violated by real 
projects; for example:

Volatility must be guessed

Financial options cannot be exercised 
instantaneously

Asset cannot be shorted

Better use a Probabilistic Present Worth 
Analysis, see [8]



Where Do
We Go From 

Here?



Solution:

Be honest, accept that cash flows are 
stochastic and treat them accordingly 
(same goes for the NPV)

Use Monte Carlo simulations and 
discount the cash flows using the risk-
free rate, see [9], …, [16]

In Short: The Problem is the Cash Flows, Stupid!!  
It is NOT the Discount Rate   %$##$^%$!!!!
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